Fonkoue IT, Wang M, Carter JR. Sympathetic neural reactivity to mental stress in offspring of hypertensive parents: 20 years revisited. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 311: H426 -H432, 2016. First published July 1, 2016; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00378.2016.-A number of recent studies have highlighted large interindividual variability of muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) responsiveness to mental stress in humans. The purpose of this study was to examine blood pressure (BP) and MSNA responsiveness to mental stress in a large and generalizable cohort of young adults with and without family history of hypertension (FHH). We hypothesized that subjects with FHH would demonstrate greater sympathoexcitation to mental stress than subjects without FHH. A total of 87 subjects (55 men and 32 women, 18 -40 yr of age) from recently published (n ϭ 45) and ongoing (n ϭ 42) studies were examined; 57 subjects (19 with FHH and 38 without FHH) had complete MSNA recordings at baseline. Heart rate (HR), BP, and MSNA were recorded during 5 min of supine rest and 5 min of mental stress (mental arithmetic). Resting MSNA and HR were not statistically different between subjects with and without FHH (P Ͼ 0.05), whereas resting mean arterial pressure was higher in subjects with FHH (86 Ϯ 2 vs. 80 Ϯ 1 mmHg, P Ͻ 0.05). Mental stress increased MSNA in subjects with FHH (⌬5 Ϯ 1 bursts/min), but not in subjects without FHH [⌬1 Ϯ 1 burst/min, P Ͻ 0.01 (time ϫ group)]. Mental stress increased mean arterial pressure (⌬12 Ϯ 1 and ⌬10 Ϯ 1 mmHg, P Ͻ 0.001) and HR (⌬19 Ϯ 2 and ⌬16 Ϯ 2 beats/min, P Ͻ 0.001) in subjects with and without FHH, but these increases were not different between groups [P Ն 0.05 (time ϫ group)]. MSNA and BP reactivity to mental stress were not correlated in either group. In conclusion, FHH was associated with heightened MSNA reactivity to mental stress, despite a dissociation between MSNA and BP responsiveness.
TWENTY YEARS AGO, Noll et al. (35) examined muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) responsiveness to mental stress in young adults with and without a family history of hypertension (FHH). It was reported that MSNA reactivity was significantly augmented in 10 medical students with a parental FHH compared with 8 medical students who were offspring of two normotensive parents. The authors correctly framed these novel findings within the context of limited generalizability (i.e., 18 young, healthy medical students).
Over the past 20 years, a number of key advancements regarding MSNA reactivity and mental stress in humans shed new light and interest on the findings of Noll et al. (35) . First, MSNA responsiveness to mental stress can be widely variable in humans (7) . Second, although early evidence suggested that self-perceptions of stress might explain the large interindividual variability associated with MSNA reactivity to mental stress (4) , more recent studies have challenged this paradigm (6, 9) . Third, and perhaps most importantly, our laboratory has documented a dissociation between MSNA and blood pressure (BP) reactivity to mental stress in young, healthy adults (9) . This dissociation between MSNA and BP reactivity is relevant, given a recent meta-analysis that suggests an association of BP reactivity to mental stress with future risk of hypertension (11) ; however, mechanisms underlying the exaggerated BP reactivity to mental stress remain unresolved.
A recent review highlights the lack of test-retest studies establishing within-subject reproducibility, despite a total of 55 publications on MSNA reactivity to mental stress over the past Ͼ40 years (7) . Given the large interindividual variability of MSNA responsiveness to mental stress (7) and the recent calls for increased scientific rigor and reproducibility (12), we conducted a traditional test-retest study and reported significant reproducibility of MSNA responses to mental stress, as well as cold pressor test, within a single laboratory visit and across laboratory visits separated by ϳ1 mo (15) . Interestingly, Greaney et al. (18) recently reported that MSNA reactivity to cold pressor test was augmented in subjects with FHH.
Accordingly, we have a renewed scientific interest in MSNA reactivity to mental stress, particularly what might be underlying the high interindividual variability and what it could potentially represent from a clinical perspective. We recently proposed a "MSNA reactivity hypothesis," and the first step to advancing that hypothesis was the reported within-subject reproducibility (15) . In the present study we have taken the next logical step to determine if the findings of Noll et al. (35) can be reproduced in a larger and more generalizable cohort of young, healthy adults. We hypothesize that subjects with a parental FHH will have a greater MSNA responsiveness to mental stress than subjects without a FHH.
METHODS

Subjects
Eighty-seven healthy adults (55 men and 32 women) between 18 and 40 yr of age participated in the study. Subjects were recruited retrospectively from research studies completed within the past 6 years (6, 10, 25, 45) and prospectively from ongoing research studies. All subjects completed a questionnaire regarding the hypertension history of their parents (self-report, no medical record confirmation) that included the age at which their parents were clinically diagnosed. Subjects were required to abstain from participating in regular exercise and from taking caffeine or alcohol for 12 h prior to the experiment. Exclusion criteria included pregnancy, breastfeeding, and oral contraceptive use. All participants underwent the same mental stress protocol (see Experimental Design). The testing procedures were explained to all subjects before we obtained their written informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the Michigan Technological University Institutional Review Board.
Experimental Design
On the testing day, subjects arrived at the laboratory, where three seated BP measurements were obtained after Ն5 min of quiet rest. After the BP recording, the subjects were instrumented for microneurography and other measurements in the supine position. After 5 min of supine baseline measurements, subjects were subjected to 5 min of mental stress via mental arithmetic. Briefly, the mental arithmetic involved the continuous subtraction of the number 6 or 7 (randomly chosen) from a two-or three-digit number. Subjects answered verbally and were pressured by investigators to answer as quickly and accurately as possible. A new number to subtract from was provided by a single investigator every 5-10 s. MSNA, heart rate (HR), and beat-to-beat BP were recorded at rest and during a 5-min mental stress task.
Measurements
BP and HR. Two separate techniques were used to obtain measurements of arterial BP: 1) seated resting arterial BP was measured three consecutive times (separated by ϳ1-min intervals) using an automated sphygmomanometer (model HEM-907XL, Omron Health Care), and 2) beat-to-beat arterial BP was recorded continuously using a Finometer (Finapres Medical Systems, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Arterial BPs were expressed as systolic, diastolic (DAP), and mean (MAP) arterial BPs; HR was recorded continuously via a three-lead electrocardiogram.
Microneurography. Multifiber recordings of MSNA were obtained by insertion of a tungsten microelectrode (FHC, Bowdoin, ME) into the peroneal nerve of the right leg, while a reference electrode was inserted 2-3 cm subcutaneously from the recording electrode. Both electrodes were connected to a differential preamplifier and then to an amplifier (total gain of 80,000), where the nerve signal was bandpass-filtered (700-2,000 Hz) and integrated (time constant 0.1 s). Recordings of MSNA were required to be spontaneous, pulse-synchronous bursts that increased during end-expiratory apnea and remained unchanged during auditory stimulus or stroking of the skin.
Data Analysis
Data were imported and analyzed in the WinCPRS software program (Absolute Aliens, Turku, Finland). R waves were detected and marked in the time series. Bursts of MSNA were automatically detected on the basis of amplitude with the use of a signal-to-noise ratio of 3:1, within a 0.5-s search window centered on a 1.3-s expected burst peak latency from the previous R wave. Potential bursts were displayed and edited by one trained investigator. MSNA was expressed as burst frequency (bursts/ min), burst incidence (bursts/100 heartbeats), and total MSNA (i.e., the sum of the normalized burst areas/min).
Statistical Analysis
All data were analyzed statistically using commercial software (SPSS 22.0, IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY). The Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that the normality assumption for the data was not violated. One-way analysis of variance with FHH as the between-factor was used to compare the baseline variables. The stress reactivity was calculated as the stress response (5-min mean value for mental stress minus the corresponding 5-min mean baseline). The reactivity to mental stress was analyzed using an analysis of covariance with parental FHH as the between-factor and body mass index (BMI) as covariate. Baseline MAP (which was also different between groups) was not included as a covariate in the analysis, because it was significantly correlated to BMI. Pearson correlations were used to examine the correlations between baseline BP and BMI, as well as BP and MSNA reactivity to mental stress. Baseline data are presented as means Ϯ SE, while cardiovascular and MSNA reactivity data are presented as adjusted means Ϯ SE (adjusted for BMI).
RESULTS
Baseline Characteristics
When all subjects were analyzed (n ϭ 87), participants with FHH had higher BMI (26 Ϯ 1 vs. 24 Ϯ 1 kg/m 2 , P ϭ 0.036) and resting MAP (85 Ϯ 2 vs. 78 Ϯ 1 mmHg, P ϭ 0.001) than participants without FHH. Age (23 Ϯ 1 vs. 22 Ϯ 1 yr, P ϭ 0.329) and resting HR (66 Ϯ 2 vs. 65 Ϯ 2 beats/min, P ϭ 0.887) were not significantly different between groups. BMI and baseline MAP were significantly correlated (r ϭ 0.417, P Ͻ 0.001). The average age of the parents at the time of clinical diagnosis of hypertension was 43 Ϯ 2 yr. Table 1 depicts subject characteristics, baseline hemodynamics, and MSNA during supine rest in the subset of 57 subjects with baseline MSNA. Consistent with our larger sample, subjects with FHH had higher BMI and resting MAP than subjects without FHH, while age and resting HR were not different between groups. Figure 1 shows BP and HR responsiveness to mental stress in the subset of subjects in which microneurography was sustained throughout both baseline and mental stress (n ϭ 49: 16 with FHH and 33 without FHH). Characteristics for this subset of 49 subjects were consistent with larger data sets of subjects with (15 male and 1 female, 23 Ϯ 1 yr, 27 Ϯ 1 kg/m 2 ) and without (20 male and 13 female, 21 Ϯ 1 yr, 25 Ϯ 1 kg/m 2 ) FHH, including a significant group difference in BMI (P ϭ 0.011). Mental stress significantly increased MAP and HR in both groups (P Ͻ 0.001). MAP (⌬10 Ϯ 1 vs. ⌬12 Ϯ 1 mmHg, P ϭ 0.205) and HR (⌬16 Ϯ 2 vs. ⌬19 Ϯ 2 beats/min, P ϭ 0.355) reactivity were comparable in subjects with and without Values are means Ϯ SE for all trials. M, male; F, female; FHH, family history of hypertension; BMI, body mass index; SAP, DAP, and MAP, systolic, diastolic, and mean arterial blood pressure; HR, heart rate; MSNA, muscle sympathetic nerve activity. *P Ͻ 0.05.
Cardiovascular Reactivity to Mental Stress
FHH. These findings remained consistent when BP and HR responses to mental stress were determined using the entire dataset (n ϭ 87) and the subgroup with baseline MSNA, but not MSNA during mental stress (n ϭ 57). Figure 2 depicts the MSNA responsiveness to mental stress. MSNA reactivity was significantly higher in subjects with FHH than subjects without FHH (⌬5 Ϯ 1 vs. ⌬1 Ϯ 1 burst/min, P ϭ 0.005). Post hoc analysis revealed a significant increase in MSNA in subjects with FHH (P ϭ 0.004), but not in subjects without FHH (P ϭ 0.132). Likewise, MSNA burst incidence (⌬4 Ϯ 2 vs. ⌬Ϫ3 Ϯ 1 bursts/100 heartbeats, P ϭ 0.009) and total MSNA (⌬107 Ϯ 24 vs. ⌬48 Ϯ 16%, P ϭ 0.042) reactivity to mental stress were significantly higher in subjects with FHH than subjects without FHH. Figure 3 illustrates representative neurogram traces from subjects with and without FHH during baseline and mental stress.
Sympathetic Neural Reactivity to Mental Stress
Relationships Between BP and MSNA Reactivity
Pearson's correlations between DAP and MSNA reactivity to mental stress according to FHH are shown in Fig. 4 . Regardless of FHH status, there was no correlation between ⌬MSNA and ⌬DAP (P Ͼ 0.05). The dissociation between MSNA and BP reactivity remained with ⌬MAP (r ϭ 0.207, P Ͼ 0.05).
Ratings of Perceived Stress
Ratings of perceived stress during the mental stress trial were not different between subjects with and without FHH (P ϭ 0.810). Moreover, ratings of perceived stress were not significantly correlated to changes in MAP, HR, or MSNA during mental stress (P Ͼ 0.05). The lack of MAP or HR correlation with ratings of perceived stress was observed in the entire dataset (n ϭ 87) and the subgroup analyses (n ϭ 57 and n ϭ 49).
DISCUSSION
The present study examined sympathetic neural and cardiovascular reactivity to mental stress in subjects with and without parental FHH, and we report several novel findings that advance the original work of Noll et al. (35) . First, more generalizable cohort of young adults yielded a group of FHH adults with significantly elevated BMI and baseline BP. Second, "cardiovascular reactivity" (i.e., BP and HR reactivity) to mental stress was not significantly different between subjects with and without FHH. Third, MSNA responsiveness to mental stress was significantly greater in young healthy subjects with FHH than individuals without FHH, even when adjusted for BMI. Fourth, BP reactivity to mental stress was not correlated to MSNA reactivity in either group, illustrating an important dissociation between MSNA and BP reactivity to mental stress in humans that is highly relevant to the "cardiovascular reactivity hypothesis." In summary, these findings significantly advance our understanding of both sympathetic neural and cardiovascular control during acute mental stress in humans with FHH and shed new light on the potential role of the sympathetic nervous system in the pathogenesis of high BP in offspring of hypertensive parents.
Since the early 1970s, the familial incidence of hypertension has been intensely investigated, yet basal characteristics of individuals with and without FHH remain controversial. Consistent with the findings of Lopes et al. (30) and Grewen et al. (20) , FHH participants in our study had higher BMI and a greater resting BP. Other studies report higher resting BP (17, 23, 27, 32, 40, 42) , but similar BMI, in subjects with FHH than those without FHH. These differences across studies are likely due to a number of methodological details and higher degree of interindividual variability. In contrast to the reported variability of BMI and resting BP in subjects with and without FHH, there appears to be consistency across laboratories regarding resting MSNA and FHH status. Specifically, six of seven prior studies investigating MSNA and FHH status have reported that resting MSNA is not statistically different in subjects with and without FHH (3, 18, 22, 26, 35, 44) . In one study (31) , subjects with extreme and complicated FHH (i.e., concomitant grade III or IV retinopathy) demonstrated higher resting MSNA than subjects without FHH; however, the impact of the underlying retinopathy in that study remains unclear (31) . Consistent with these prior studies, we observed similar baseline levels of MSNA in participants with and without FHH. We believe that this reproducibility of resting MSNA across FHH studies and laboratories is highly relevant, given the much greater baseline hemodynamic variability across studies examining the cardiovascular reactivity to mental stress.
Numerous cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have been conducted to explore the associations between cardiovascular reactivity to acute mental stress and hypertension (7, 24, 41, 46) . A recent meta-analysis by Chida and Steptoe (11) showed that greater BP reactivity to acute laboratory mental stress was longitudinally associated with several adverse cardiovascular outcomes, including hypertension. This meta-analysis has reinvigorated the cardiovascular reactivity hypothesis, which advances the concept that exaggerated BP and/or HR reactivity to mental stress provides potential predictive insights into the risk of future hypertension.
Some studies (14, 16, 19, 23, 34) , including the work of Noll et al. (35) , have reported a greater BP responsiveness to mental stress in subjects with FHH than those without FHH. However, other studies (1, 27, 33, 38, 39, 43) , including the data presented in the current study, report similar BP reactivity to mental stress in subjects with and without FHH. There are several potential explanations for the divergent cardiovascular reactivity literature in subjects with FHH. First, it has been suggested that the degree of cardiovascular reactivity can be influenced by the intensity of the stressor (36) . There can be tremendous heterogeneity in the administration of laboratory mental stress. For example, is the task being administered by a graduate student, postdoctoral student, technician, or the authoritative principal investigator? How aggressively are subjects encouraged to get the right answer and/or answer quickly? These details are often difficult to ascertain from METHODS sections but could impact the "intensity" of the stress task. Second, sex differences might contribute to cardiovascular reactivity inconsistencies among FHH studies. Lawler et al. (28) reported a higher BP and HR responsiveness to a reaction time task in men with FHH than women with FHH. We have also observed higher BP reactivity to mental stress in men than women in a population where FHH status was unknown (9) . In the present study we were not powered to explore potential sex difference, yet despite a higher percentage of men in the FHH group, we observed no group differences in BP reactivity. Therefore, our sex distribution is unlikely to be a major confounding factor in the present study interpretation. Noll et al. (35) demonstrated a significantly greater pressor and MSNA responsiveness to mental stress in subjects with FHH than those without FHH. The simultaneous increases in both BP and MSNA reactivity have led some to suggest MSNA reactivity as a potential mechanism contributing to the cardiovascular reactivity. However, the findings of Noll et al. (35) need to be framed within the context of some key limitations. First, subject recruitment is not extensively described by Noll et al. (35) , but the nearly 50:50 ratio of individuals with and without FHH suggests that there may have been some targeted recruitment. In the present study, recruitment was random and untargeted; consequently, we obtained an overall distribution that was consistent with national norms (i.e., approximately one-third of parents were hypertensive). Second, the participants in the study of Noll et al. (35) were limited to young, healthy medical students of a narrow age range, thus limiting generalizability. Third, Noll et al. (35) did not report the correlations between MSNA and BP reactivity in their subjects. This is relevant, because since this initial work of Noll et al. (35) , our laboratory has demonstrated that BP reactivity to mental stress is not significantly associated with MSNA reactivity (9) .
In the present study we successfully reproduced the MSNA reactivity findings of Noll et al. (35) , but this augmented sympathoexcitation during mental stress in FHH adults was not accompanied by a greater pressor response. Moreover, changes in MSNA were not correlated to changes in BP, and this dissociation between MSNA and BP reactivity was observed regardless of FHH status. This dissociation significantly advances the work of Noll et al. (35) and clearly indicates that other mechanisms are involved in the pressor response associated with mental stress. Nevertheless, the consistently higher MSNA reactivity to mental stress in adults with FHH than those without FHH supports our emerging MSNA reactivity hypothesis that advances the concept that we might be able to gain distinctive insight into future hypertension risk from MSNA reactivity studies.
Mental stress elicits a well-documented, and somewhat paradoxical, forearm vasodilation (37) . While there is some evidence supporting the role of forearm MSNA withdrawal in this forearm vasodilation (21), this does not appear to be required (8) . Other mechanisms, such as circulating epinephrine (29) and nitric oxide (5, 13) , are also suspected to contribute to forearm vasodilation during mental stress. It is possible that in some subjects the transduction of MSNA into vasoconstriction is inhibited/offset by epinephrine-or nitric oxide-induced vasodilation and that this might help explain similar pressor responses to mental stress, despite significantly different MSNA reactivity in our two groups. For example, Fredrickson et al. (17) reported that FHH was associated with exaggerated epinephrine excretion in response to mental arithmetic. Moreover, Anderson et al. (2) reported that, despite similar increases in BP, forearm blood flow responses to mental stress were significantly increased in children with at least one hypertensive parent compared with those with no FHH. The current study did not assess epinephrine or nitric oxide responses to mental stress. Moreover, the sympathetic nervous system is highly regionalized, and the present study only examined MSNA to the lower leg. Other areas in which we cannot assess sympathetic neural activity (i.e., renal and splanchnic) may contribute to the similar BP reactivity, despite significantly different MSNA reactivity.
The impact of FHH on MSNA reactivity to other acute laboratory stressors remains equivocal. Greaney et al. (18) recently reported a greater MSNA reactivity to cold pressor test in adults with FHH than those without FHH. However, others have reported that MSNA reactivity to cold pressor test was not significantly influenced by FHH (3) or was actually heightened in subjects without FHH compared with those with FHH (26) . In contrast, two independent studies report greater MSNA reactivity to handgrip exercise in subjects with FHH than those without FHH (18, 30) . So while evidence is accumulating to support a MSNA reactivity hypothesis, particularly during certain laboratory stressors, more rigorous studies are necessary. The type of stressor (i.e., mental stress, cold pressor test, etc.) may be an important factor, and the field would benefit from longitudinal study designs.
The strength of this study resides in the random selection of participants, the normal distribution of our sample, and the number of participants with complete MSNA data. The FHH questionnaire was given to all subjects screened and tested in our laboratory for a variety of studies. We did not attempt to match groups in size, age, sex, or BMI, which allowed us to have a sample more representative of the population from which it was derived. A study limitation we want to acknowledge was that self-report of parental FHH was not confirmed by medical records. However, this practice of self-report is utilized by the vast majority of previously published work. Given advances in electronic medical records, we believe it will be increasingly important that future FHH studies take a more objective approach and not simply rely on self-report. Finally, of the 16 FHH subjects with MSNA reactivity data, 5 reported that both parents were hypertensive, 2 reported maternal hypertension, and 9 reported paternal hypertension. These sample sizes were not sufficient to run subanalyses that might explore the potential role of number of hypertensive parents or parental sex (i.e., maternal vs. paternal influence) on MSNA reactivity, but we hope future work will consider such factors. To date, the majority of FHH studies with a neural cardiovascular focus have not accounted for such parental details.
In conclusion, subjects with FHH demonstrate a significantly greater MSNA reactivity to mental stress than those without FHH. This greater sympathoexcitation is observed despite comparable BP reactivity between groups. Moreover, both groups demonstrate a dissociation between MSNA and BP responsiveness. These findings significantly advance our understanding of the complex relationships between MSNA and hemodynamic responsiveness to acute mental stress and the potential role of FHH in this relationship.
